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Certify results on a module
Notification
You will receive an e-mail when there are results that you need to certify in Ladok.

The mail contains information of which course and module you should certify the results
for, and who reported and marked the results as ready to be certified.

Last updated: 2019-08-15
Version of Ladok at the latest update: 1.30.0

Certify results on a module (cont.)

This section describes a new version of the home page. Some universities are using
the original home page and others are using the new home page. Check with your
university which home page to use.
How to: certify results of a module
1. "#$ %& '# "()#* (&) +,-,.' /Beta home page/ %& '0, '#1 2%$0' .#2&,2
Your preference is saved in the web browser in your computer, which means that you
only need to select home page once.
2. You will see a list on the home page of all courses where you can report or certify
results. The courses from the current semester are automatically shown.
Click on a course to certify results on (marked with an orange symbol).
3. All modules (parts of the course) are shown to the right of the home page.
Click on !"#$%&'(! in the row of a module to start certifying results on it.
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If you are going to certify results on a
course instance from a previous
semester, select the semester here first
and then click on the course.

Do you only want to see
courses with a task to do (e.g.
.,2'%3456 7-%.* #& /'# )#/ 0,2,8

If there is more than one
version of the course,
you need to select the
correct version here
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Certify results on a module (cont.)

4. You are now re-directed to the certifying list of the module. All results (grade +
examination date) that are marked as ready on the module during the semester are
listed.

Examination date = date of the exam or
last task performed on the module
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Symbols in the reporting list
A number of symbols may be shown in the certifying list. Click on the symbols to find out what they
mean. Some common symbols:
T = Accredited education
90, :9/ +4;<#- %+ +0#=& %3 '0, +'>),&' 0(+ $#'',& ( 1(2' #3 '0, ;#)>-, accredited.
= Terminated studies
The warning triangle is shown in case the student has terminated their studies. You can still report a
result, but the examination date must be earlier than the termination date.
= Previous result
90, :?/ +4;<#- ;,(&+ '0(' '0, +'>),&' 0(+ ( 2,+>-' #& '0, ;#)>-, previously, for example:
! If the student has received a failing grade previously. You can certify a new grade for the student.
! If a results annotation has been reported and saved previously, for example within another
instance of the course.
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Certify results on a module (cont.)

5. Certify or reject the results marked as ready. You can change the grade or
examination date before certifying the result if necessary.
Certify the results to carry out the decision.
A. Mark the students in the list
B. ")&*+ ,- !"#$%&'(!
C. Confirm the certification in the dialogue box that opens up.
Any comment you write in the dialogue box will not be shown to the student.
D. You may need to log in to Ladok again to confirm your identity (depends on the university)
The results are now certified and has disappeared from the list. The student is automatically
notified about the new result.
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To certify a single result:
.-%.* /@,-,.'/ A /7,2'%34/ %&
the row of the student.
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Certify results on a module (cont.)

Reject the result by removing the marking as ready. The result will be removed, and the person
reporting results on the module can report a new result if necessary.
A. Mark the students in the list
B. 7-%.* #& /?,;#B, 2,()4 ;(2* 3#2 2,+>-'+/
C. Confirm the removal in the dialogue box that shows up.
Any comment you write in the dialogue box will not be shown to the student.
The results have now been rejected and disappears from the certifying list. The person reporting
on the module and the student will not automatically be notified of the rejected result.
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To reject a single result: click
/@,-,.'/ A /?,;#B, 2,()4 ;(2*/
in the row of the student.

Change the grade if there are any inaccuracies.
A. In the row of the student: change the grade, examination date or any title that has been
reported
B. 7-%.* #& /Save/ C*,4<#(2) +0#2'.>'D 7'2- E @5
The change is saved and you can certify the result (see previous page).
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Certify a course result

A course result can be reported and certified when a student has received a passing
grade on all mandatory modules, and the results have been certified.
How to:
You will receive an e-mail when there is a course result you need to certify.
1. "#$ %& '# "()#* (&) +,-,.' /Beta home page/ %& '0, '#1 2%$0' .#2&,2
Your preference is saved in the web browser in your computer, which means that you
only need to select home page once.
2. You will see a list on the home page of all courses where you can report or certify
results. The courses from the current semester are automatically shown.
Click on a course to certify results on (marked with an orange symbol).
3. All modules (parts of the course) are shown to the right of the home page.
")&*+ ,- !"#$%&'(! &- %.# $,/ ,' %.# *,0$1# $#10)% to start certifying the results.
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Do you only want to see
courses with a task to do (e.g.
.,2'%3456 7-%.* #& /'# )#/ 0,2,8

If you are going to certify results on a
course instance from a previous
semester, select the semester here first
and then click on the course.
If there is more than one
version of the course,
you need to select the
correct version here
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Certify a course result (cont.)

4. You are re-directed to the certifying list of the course result. You can:
! See the results reported on the modules of the course. Select which modules to be
shown by clicking !2.,/ 3,40)#1!
! See any examination points reported on a module by ticking the box !2.,/
#563&-6%&,- 7,&-%1!8
If the student has received results on modules from different course versions they may be marked
=%'0! /G%+.#&'%&>,)/ %& '0, 3%,-) #3 ( ;#)>-,F See next page how to handle this.

5. Certify or reject the results. You can change the grade or examination date before
certifying the result if necessary.
! Certify the results <4 ;(2*%&$ '0, +'>),&'+ (&) .-%.*%&$ :7,2'%34/ #2 <4 .-%.*%&$
:@,-,.'/ A :7,2'%34/ %& '0, 2#= #3 ( +%&$-, +'>),&'F "#$ %& '# "()#* ($(%& '#
confirm your identity.
! Reject the result <4 ;(2*%&$ '0, +'>),&'+ (&) .-%.*%&$ #& :?,;#B, ;(2*%&$ (+
2,()4/ #2 <4 .-%.*%&$ :@,-,.'/ A :?,;#B, 2,()4 ;(2*%&$/ %& '0, 2#= #3 ( +%&$-,
student.
! Change the grade, examination date or any title if they are incorrect. Change in
%&3#2;('%#& #& '0, 2#= #3 ( +'>),&' (&) .-%.* :@(B,/F 90,& .,2'%34 '0, 2,+>-'F
The results are now certified and has disappeared from the list. The student is
automatically notified about the new result.
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Certify results on a course with results from different versions

When you are certifying course results, you are only able to see the results of modules
within the current course version. If a student has participated on an another course
version and received a result on a module there, it will not show in the list.
The modules in the current course version where the student does not have a result are
;(2*,) (+ /G%+.#&'%&>,)/F
To see the results of modules from another course version:
! 7-%.* #& '0, +'>),&'+H 1,2+#&(- %),&'%'4 &>;<,2 C'%1D #1,& '0, -%&* %& (&#'0,2 =, <2#=+,2
window to easily go back to the certifying list after you have checked the results)
! I2 .-%.* #& '0, /%/ +4;<#- '# +,, (-- 1(++%&$ $2(),+ 3#2 '0, +'>),&'F

Certify course result
Certify the results in the same way as the rest of the students (see previous page).
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Results annotations and title

Results annotations are a type of notes that can support the work with reporting and
certifying of the results in Ladok. They can for instance be used to keep track of the
students achievements in the course during the semester.
Results annotations are never mandatory to fill in, and does not give any credits.
Results annotations are visible to staff working in Ladok, e.g.:
! The person who reports results
! You who certifies the results
! The administrator of the course
It is elective to make the annotation visible to the student or not. If the annotation is made
visible to the student, the student will see the note after the result is certified.

Any results annotations are listed between the students name and grade in the certifying
list.

View any annotation that the student has
received from a previous semester by
.-%.*%&$ #& '0, /?/ +4;<#-F

Results annotations that will become visible to the
students are marked with an eye in the menu bar. The
annotation are visible after you have certified the
results.
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Results annotations and title (cont.)

Any titles (e.g. the title of a paper, thesis or a project) that have been reported on a module
or a course are shown in the certifying list.
Click on
to see the complete title and alternative title before you certify the result. You
can change any inaccuracies in the dialogue box before you certify the result*.

* If an incorrect title is certified by mistake, it can be rectified by users with special authorisation.
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View certified results

The results follow-up lists all the certified grades within the course instance. The beta
home page provides you with a shortcut to the results follow-up.
1. Go to the beta home page and click on a course (make sure to change the period
shown on the home page if you want to see the results from a previous semester)
2. On the right side of the home page: click on 2.,$%*0%1 9 :#10)%1 ',)),/-up
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3. You are now re-directed to the results follow-up for the course instance. You will see
the grades on the modules and the course result for all students who have or are
participating on the course during the semester.
! Select which modules to show by clicking ;1.,/ 3,40)#!
! You can do the results follow-up for several course instances at once by adding
;#2, .#>2+, %&+'(&.,+ %& '0, <#J :Display participants for instance/
! Click :Export to CSV/ '# )#=&-#() '0, -%+' to your computer to be able to work
with it in e.g. Excel.

Students who have received a passing
course grades are automatically marked
=%'0 /7#;1-,',)/

Accredited education and modules from
previous versions (with another set of
modules) of the course are not shown in
the results follow-up
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